
Installation Instructions
Panel Drape

Tools Needed
Power Drill, 1/4” Driver and drill bits
Tape Measure
Flat blade Screwdriver
Phillips Screwdriver
Pencil
Level  

Mounting Surface Fastener
Wood

Drywall, Plaster

Metal

#6 Hex Head
Provided

Wall Anchors
Not Provided

Sheet Metal 
Not Provided

          Up to        48”
      48 1/16”   -   60
      60 1/16”   -   72”
      72 1/16”   -   84”
      84 1/16”   -   96”
      96 1/16”   - 108”
    108 1/16”   - 120”

Panel Width  Brackets Required

  3
  4
  5
  6
  7
  8
  9

Thank you for choosing Lafayette’s Panel Drape. With proper installation and 
care, your new panel drape will provide many years of beauty and performance.

BEFORE INSTALLING
 - Remove shade from the package. Keep all packaging 
   until the shade operates to your satisfaction. Contents 
   of your hardware package may vary depending on 
   options chosen. Additional fasteners may be needed 
   based on your specific mounting surface. 

INSTALL THE BRACKETS
  Wall Bracket
 - The center of the end brackets should be marked on 
   the mounting surface 2” in from the ends of the 
   headrail. Space remaining brackets evenly between
   the end brackets. Adjust placement to avoid any
   obstructions that may occur.

 - Center a bracket over a mark on the mounting 
   surface and making sure bracket is level and aligned,
   attach the bracket using the screws provided. Repeat
   the process for the rest of the brackets.

  Ceiling Bracket
 - Center a bracket over a mark on the mounting 
   surface and drill a screw up through the hole in the
   bracket. DO NOT tighten the screw. Repeat the 
   previous steps for the remaining brackets.

. 
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INSTALL THE DRAPERY ROD
  Wall Bracket
 - Taking the drapery rod, insert the back edge of the 
   rod into the mounting bracket.

 - Push up on the drapery rod to snap it in the front and 
   tighten each screw on the bracket to hold the rod 
   securely in place. 

  Ceiling Bracket 
 - Insert the back edge of the drapery rod into the 
   bracket and push back. 

 - Push up on the front of the drapery rod. (If done 
   correctly, you should hear the rod snap into the 
   bracket) and tighten the screw on all brackets.
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INSTALL THE PANEL DRAPE
  Wall Bracket
 - First make sure the end caps are not inserted into the
   ends of the drapery rod.

 - Making sure that the front of the panel drape is 
   showing, start to insert each of the carriers into the 
   end of the drapery rod.

 - For the end that has to be stationary, insert a screw
   stopper into the correct end of the drapery rod
   before you insert the final carrier.

 - After inserting the final carrier, insert an end cap on 
   the stationary side and tighten it with a screwdriver.

 - Tighten the screw stopper making sure the carrier is
   right in between the screw stopper and the end cap
   screw. Note:  If the drapery rod will not fit in all the 
   brackets, make sure all of the brackets are level and 
   aligned. Also make sure that the screws are loose 
   enough on the bracket for the rod.
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CARE AND CLEANING
 - Light dusting is recommended for Manh Truc fabrics.  
   Because the Manh Truc materials are “natural” and 
   include grasses, reeds and bamboos cleaning with 
   water or any detergent is NOT recommended. Dusting 
   with a vacuum attachment can be done with extreme 
   care on low suction. The lining materials for Manh Truc 
   can be spot cleaned using warm water and detergent. 
   Do NOT immerse the lining in water.


